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some chemical compounds may attract your attention

Daylight



Many physicists were interested in understanding 
phosphorescence

Among them

Antoine Henri Becquerel
(15 December 1852 – 25 August 1908)



Is phosphorescence different than light?

Becquerel used potassium uranyl disulfate
K2UO2(SO4)22H2O

(Comptes Rendus 122, 420, 1896)
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Solar light do not impress the photographic plate,
phosphorescence does



But the experiments were performed in Paris...



“He had devised another experiment in which [...] he interposed [...] a small 
cross of thin copper. On bringing the apparatus into daylight the sun had 
gone in, so it was put back into the dark cupboard and there left for 
another opportunity of insolation. But the sun persistently kept behind  clouds 
for several days, and, tired of waiting (or with the unconscious pre-  vision of 
genius), Becquerel developed the plate.”

William Crookes
(Proc. Roy. Soc. A 83, xx, 1910)



“He had devised another experiment in which [...] he interposed [...] a small 
cross of thin copper. On bringing the apparatus into daylight the sun had 
gone in, so it was put back into the dark cupboard and there left for 
another opportunity of insolation. But the sun persistently kept behind  clouds 
for several days, and, tired of waiting (or with the unconscious pre-  vision of 
genius), Becquerel developed the plate.”

“To his astonishment [...] 
the image of the copper 
cross shining out white 
a g a i n s t t h e b l a c k 
background.”

William Crookes
(Proc. Roy. Soc. A 83, xx, 1910)



This is something different than phosphorescence,
It deserves further quantitative studies.

Marie Skłodowska-Curie (7 November 1867 – 4 July 1934)

Pierre Curie (15 May 1859 – 19 April 1906)



Pierre and Marie Curie investigated the “Becquerel 
rays” by chemical methods.
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Pierre and Marie Curie investigated the “Becquerel 
rays” by chemical methods.

-The amount of rays is proportional to the amount of Uranium;

- Other known elements emits the same kind of rays, e.g thorium.

- They discovered new active elements: polonium and radium.

Remarkable results:

Radium is 2.7 million times more active 
than uranium!

Radioactivity
became a popular word



Ok, but...what is radioactivity?

Ernest Rutherford
(30 August 1871 – 19 October 1937)



Rutherford studied the radioactivity absorption

“The uranium radiation is complex, and there are present at 
least two distinct types of radiation one that is very readily absorbed, 

which will be termed for convenience the α-radiation, and the other 
of a more penetrative character, which will be termed the β-

radiation”

Remarkable result:

(Phil. Mag. 47, 109, 1899)

Stopped by a sheet of paper

Stopped by an aluminium plate
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After nearly 10 years of investigation...

(Proc. Roy. Soc. A 81, 162, 1908)
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After nearly 10 years of investigation...

(Proc. Roy. Soc. A 81, 162, 1908)

But what about β-rays?



One step backward

Human’s dealing with electricity 
dates back to 18th century

(Gilbert, Franklin, Galvani, Volta, etc.)

At the end of the 19th century we 
had a very good knowledge of how 

electricity behaves.

Well, we may actually go 
back up to Thales...

(624 BC - 546 BC)



But it took some other time to understand
what electricity is

“Although we know nothing of what an atom is, yet we cannot resist forming 
some idea of a small particle, which represents it to the mind [...] there is an 
immensity of facts which justify us in believing that the atoms of matter are in 
some way endowed or associated with electrical powers, to which they owe 

their most striking qualities, and amongst them their chemical affinity.”

“Of all electrical phenomena electrolysis appears the most likely to furnish us 
with a real insight into the true nature of the electric current, because we find 

currents of ordinary matter and currents of electricity forming essential parts of 
the same phenomenon.”

J. C. Maxwell
A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism, 1873

M. Faraday
Experimental researches in electricity, 1839



Electricity linked with matter, and both show some 
fundamental constituent

Eventually in 1899
J. J. Thomson

(18 December 1856 – 30 August 1940)
discovered the electron,

measuring both its charge and mass.



In 1902 Walter Kaufmann
(June 5, 1871 – January 1, 1947)

measured the ratio m/e of the 
“Becquerel’s rays”

The result is in agreement with the electron’s values

β-rays are composed by electrons!

(Phys. Zeitschr. 4, 54, 1902)



To recap: β-rays are electrons sorting from atoms



To recap: β-rays are electrons sorting from atoms

End of the story?



James Chadwick
(20 October 1891 – 24 July 1974)

let’s study the energy of β-rays

(Verh. d. Deutsch. Phys. Ges. 16, 383,1914)

The electron energy is not fixed in the decay, but can take 
any value between Emin and Emax

It’s ok, at this time you don’t know the internal structure of 
atoms.
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(Proc. Roy. Soc. A 117, 109, 1927)
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...the total energy is not constant!

(Proc. Roy. Soc. A 117, 109, 1927)
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Conservation of energy is a pillar in physics

Now what?

Niels Henrik David Bohr
(7 October 1885 – 18 November 1962)

Maybe energy is conserved only statistically, not in individual processes

“As soon as we inquire [...] into the constitution of even 
simplest nuclei the present formulation of quantum 

mechanics fails entirely.”

Wolfgang Ernst Pauli
(25 April 1900 – 15 December 1958)

“With his considerations about a violation of the energy 
law Bohr is on a completely wrong track”.

(J. Chem. Soc. 135, 349, 1932)

(letter to O. Klein, February 18, 1929)



Actually several open problems challenged physicists at that time (conservation of 
energy, structure of nuclei, radiation of stars, etc.)

Bohr and Pauli discussed a lot the subject

“The quantum laws in free space offer no basis for a 
violation of the conservation principle”

(letter to W. Pauli, July 1, 1929)



Actually several open problems challenged physicists at that time (conservation of 
energy, structure of nuclei, radiation of stars, etc.)

Bohr and Pauli discussed a lot the subject

“The quantum laws in free space offer no basis for a 
violation of the conservation principle”

“I must say that your paper has given me little satisfaction [...] 
There is this disagreeable introduction of the electron’s 

diameter [...] I do not exactly mean that this is unpermissible 
but it is a risky business [...]

Let the stars radiate in peace!”
(letter to N. Bohr, July 17, 1929)

(letter to W. Pauli, July 1, 1929)



Anyway



Pauli’s proposal



For those who do not speak German...

Open letter to the group of radioactive people at the
Gauverein meeting in Tübingen.
Zürich, Dec. 4, 1930

“Dear Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen,
[...] I have hit upon a desperate remedy to save the "exchange theorem" of statistics and the law of 
conservation of energy. Namely, the possibility that in the nuclei there could exist electrically neutral 
particles, which I will call neutrons, that have spin 1/2 and obey the exclusion principle and 
that further differ from light quanta in that they do not travel with the velocity of light. 
The mass of the neutrons should be of the same order of magnitude as the electron mass 
and in any event not larger than 0.01 proton mass. - The continuous beta spectrum would then make 
sense with the assumption that in beta decay, in addition to the electron, a neutron is emitted such that the sum of 
the energies of neutron and electron is constant. [...]
But so far I do not dare to publish anything about this idea, and trustfully turn first to you, dear radioactive people, 
with the question of how likely it is to find experimental evidence for such a neutron if it would have the same or 
perhaps a 10 times larger ability to get through [material] than a gamma-ray. [...] I admit that my remedy may seem 
almost improbable because one probably would have seen those neutrons, if they exist, for a long time. But nothing 
ventured, nothing gained, and the seriousness of the situation, due to the continuous structure of the beta spectrum, is 
illuminated by a remark of my honored predecessor, Mr Debye, who told me recently in Bruxelles: "Oh, It's better not 
to think about this at all, like new taxes" [...]”



Pauli’s vision

“Neutron”

Etot=Ee+En is conserved



1932: Chadwick again

[...]

A neutral particle was indeed found!

(Nature 129, 312, 1932)
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Is Chadwick’s neutron the Pauli’s neutron?

Pauli’s letter: “The mass of the neutrons should be of the same order of 
magnitude as the electron mass and in any event not larger 
than 0.01 proton mass.”

Chadwick’s letter:

Chadwick’s neutron at least 100 
times heavier than Pauli’s one



Fermi’s attempt

Enrico Fermi
(29 September 1901 – 28 November 1954)



T E N T A T I V O  D I  U N A  T E O R I A  I )EI  RAGGI 

Nota (J) di ENriCo FE~II 

Sunto. - Si  propone  una teoria quant i ta t iva  dell 'emissione dei raggi 
in cui si ammet te  l 'esistenza del (( neutr i~o )) e si t ra t ta  l'emissio~w degli  
eIettroni e dei neu tr in i  da un  nucleo all 'atto della disintegrazione ~ con 
un procedimento  simile a quello seguito nella teoria de l l ' i rradiaz ione  
per  descrivere l 'emissione di un quanto di l~ce da un atomo eccitato. 
Vengono dedotte  delle formule  per  la vi ta media e per  la f o rma  dello 
spet tro  eontinuo dei raggi ~, e le si confronta~zo col dati  sperimental i .  

Ipotesi fondamentali della teoria. 
w 1. Nel tentat ivo di eostruire una teoria degli elettroni nueleari 

e dell 'emissione dei raggi  [~, si in eontrano, come ~ noto, due diffieolt~ 
prineipali .  La p r ima  dipende dal fatto che i raggi  ~ pr imar i  vengono 
emessi dai nuclei con una  distribuzione continua di velocit'~. Se non 
si vuole abbandonare il prineipio della conservazione dell 'energia,  si 
deve ammettere perci5 ehe una frazione del l 'energia  ehe si l ibera 
nel processo di disintegrazione ~ sfugga alle nostre attuali  possibi- 
lit~ di osservazione. Seeondo Ia proposta di PAu~I si pus  p. es. am- 
mettere l 'esistenza di una nuova partieella, il cosl detto << neutrino >>, 
avente eariea elet tr ica nulla e massa del l 'ordine di grandezza di 
quella dell 'elettrone o minore. ,Si ammette  poi ehe in ogni processo 
vengano emessi s imultaneamente un elettrone, che si osserva come 
rag.gio ~, e un neutr ino ehe sfugge all 'osservazione por tando seeo 
una par te  dell 'energia.  Nella presente teoria ci baseremo sopra l ' ipo- 
tesi del neutrino. 

Una seconda diffieolt'~ per  la teoria degli elettroni nueleari, di- 
pende dal fat to  ehe le at tuali  teorie relativistiehe delle partieelle 
leggere (elettroni o neutr ini)  non danno una soddisfaeente spiega- 
zione della possibilit~ ehe tali partieelle vengano legate in orbite di 
dimensioni nueleari. 

(l) Cfr. la nora preliminare in ((La Ricerca Scientifica>), 2, fasc. 12, 1933. 

It is proposed a quantitative theory of β-rays emission in 
which it is assumed the existence of the “neutrino”
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Interlude:
Italian in a nutshell

Pauli’s neutron is like a tiny version of Chadwick’s one

Neutrone

Neutrino



Fermi’s tentativo

What you measure

What actually happens

The neutrino interacts so feebly 
that it escapes the detection



Maybe too feebly...

“I have done a terrible 
thing, I have postulated a 
particle that cannot be 

detected.”
(Spaceship Neutrino by C. Sutton, p. xi)



Not anyone was so pessimistic

Wang Ganchang
(May 28, 1907 – December 10, 1998)

A Suggestion on the Detection of the Neutrino
Phys. Rev. 61, 97, 1942

If there is β-decay, maybe β-capture will be there

n ! p+ e� + ⌫
e

(27)
⌫
e

+ p ! n+ e+ (28)
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Where to look for neutrinos?



Where to look for neutrinos?

Where a lot of β-decays happen



In 1956,  26 years after Pauli’s proposal

(Science 124, 103, 1956)



Introducing leptons

There exist two particles that are exactly as the electron, except 
that they are “fatter”
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Introducing leptons

There exist two particles that are exactly as the electron, except 
that they are “fatter”

e 𝜇
𝝉

m𝜇 ≃ 200 me

m𝝉 ≃ 3500 me

me

We say that each lepton has a different flavour



How many types of neutrinos are there?

VoLUME 9, NUMBER 1 PHYSICAL REVI EW LETTERS JULY l, 1962

The latter events can be observed only indirectly
because neither the K,' nor the neutron is seen.
Figure 2(c) shows the "missing mass" spectrum
for events which have a K,' as the only visible
collision product. The events in the KN region
of phase space must be corrected for contamina-
tion from K,'K, 'n, &'K'A', ~'K'Z final states.
This was easily done at 1.89 BeV/c since all these
reactions have been studied in a previous experi-
ment at that momentum. The result shows there
were (17+8) K,'K, 'n events and (15+7) K K'p
events, which compares favorabl. y with the equal
number called for by the one-pion-exchange model.
Provided the one-pion-exchange model is valid,

one may place rather strict limits on the angular
momentum of the KK system. Since the G parity
of the wv system is even, we have" G =(-1)
=+1, where I is the angular momentum of the
KK system and I is the isotopic spin. The data
in Fig. 2(a) then suggest the low-energy cross
section for vm KK is -2 mb for I=0, I =0 K
pairs and -0.6 mb for I=1, 1.=1 K pairs. Both
cross sections drop to low values for energies of
100 MeV or more above threshold for the KK sys-
tem.
Eight examples of K+K production [reaction

(3) j observed in this experiment were not included
in the foregoing analysis. The signature of these
events is a charged K+ decay, which is sensitive
to the K momentum spectrum. Additional bias
may result from the difficulty in distinguishing
some of these events from Z+ decays. In our

sample of eight events the K+K masses occur
in the lower half of phase space in a manner sim-
ilar to reaction (1), but the recoil nucleon tends
to go forward. This latter observation may indi-
cate that not all K pairs are produced in periph-
eral collisions.
We would like to thank Dr. R. G. Sachs, Dr. C.

Goebel, and Dr. Mare Ross for helpful discus-
sions concerning this data. We are grateful to
J. Boyd and S. S. Lee for their help with calcu-
lations and preparation of the data.
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OBSERVATION OF HIGH-ENERGY NEUTRINO REACTIONS AND THE EXISTENCE
OF TWO KINDS OF NEUTRINOS

G. Danby, J-M. Gaillard, K Goulianos, L. M. Lederman, N. Mistry,
M. Schwartz, 't and Z. Steinbergert

Columbia University, New York, New York and Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York
(Received June 15, 1962)

In the course of an experiment at the Brook-
haven AGS, we have observed the interaction
of high -energy neutrinos with matter. These
neutrinos were produced primarily as the result
of the decay of the pion:

m+ p~ + (v/v).
It is the purpose of this Letter to report some of
the results of this experiment including (1) dem-
onstration that the neutrinos we have used pro-

duce p. mesons but do not produce electrons, and
hence are very likely different from the neutrinos
involved in P decay and (2) approximate cross
sections.
Behavior of cross section as a function of en-

ergy. The Fermi theory of weak interactions
which works well at lom energies implies a cross
section for weak interactions which increases as
phase space. Calculation indicates that weak in-
teracting cross sections should be in the neigh-
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In the course of an experiment at the Brook-
haven AGS, we have observed the interaction
of high -energy neutrinos with matter. These
neutrinos were produced primarily as the result
of the decay of the pion:

m+ p~ + (v/v).
It is the purpose of this Letter to report some of
the results of this experiment including (1) dem-
onstration that the neutrinos we have used pro-

duce p. mesons but do not produce electrons, and
hence are very likely different from the neutrinos
involved in P decay and (2) approximate cross
sections.
Behavior of cross section as a function of en-

ergy. The Fermi theory of weak interactions
which works well at lom energies implies a cross
section for weak interactions which increases as
phase space. Calculation indicates that weak in-
teracting cross sections should be in the neigh-
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FIG. 1. Plan view of AGS neutneutrino experiment.

Not observed

Neutrinos coming from muons are different 
from the ones coming from electrons!

(Phys.Rev.Lett. 9, 36, 1962)
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A new puzzle!
Neutrinos are copiously produced in the Sun

Knowing the energy produced in the 
Sun you expect

650 billions of solar 
neutrinos hitting each cm2 

each second on the Earth
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amount of expected neutrinos

(Science 191, 264, 1976)
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Experiments observe only 30% of the total 
amount of expected neutrinos

Solutions:

Theoreticians do not correctly 
understand how the Sun works 

Or

Experimentalists made some mistake

(Science 191, 264, 1976)



Actually...

From BBC Horizon: Project Poltergeist (Season 40, Episode 15)

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0318224/?ref_=tt_ov_inf
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0318224/?ref_=tt_ov_inf


Neutrinos do not completely fit into



Standard
Model
square

New physics



How to open the new physics door?
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Our most powerful accelerator: LHC

But how to study physics at 
energies beyond the LHC ones?

We don’t have the key to open this kind of door

How to open the new physics door?



Standard
Model
square

New physics

Study neutrinos is like looking from the keyhole



New physics










